
LA GRANGE
Reteased on Tres Hombres in 1973

wods and Muil6 by Bllly F Gibbons, Dusty Hlll and Frank Beard

It is surely no accident that the terminally libidinous Top chose to write a tune

about an infamous whorehouse in Texas. Likewise, Gibbonss amazing vocal and instru-

mental tribute to John Lee Hooker was obviously a deliberate attempt to update a classic

sound. He succeeded admirably, as'La Grange" boogied righteously and has become a

staple of classic rock radio. "A how how, how hou" indeedl

Flgure 2(Hntro

The thirty-two-measure intro is a minFtutorial on the book of boogie according to
John Lee Hooker as interpreted by the Rw. Billy'F Gibbons, thank you very much' Based
around the opon-position A major (here reduced to a Sth or an octave with the added Sth)
with the G 07th) and C (b3rd) notes from the A blues scale added in throughout measures
l-7, it is one of the most hypnotic vamps in popular music. When it evolves into the A
chord followed by the C and D bass notes, it becomes one of the most powerful, with

"p."relentless fonrard motion. Note that measures 2Hzconstitute Rhy. Fig.'1, which repeats
' three times lor the verse (not shown).

- Perf,ormance Tlp: Barre fret 2 with your index finger and access the G and C
., notes on strings 4 and 3 with your pinky finger. Play the C and D bass notes with your mid'

dle and pinky fingers, respectively.

Fig. 20
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* Chond symbols reflect basic harmony.
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Just let me know
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Spokcn: They got a lot - ta
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Gtr.2 (dist) RhY.

Gtr. 2: w/ Rhy. Fig. I

A5

how, how. A how,

Flgure 214uitar Solo

Ah, that Gibbons is a sly dog. Desirous of kicking the intensity level up a notch, he
changes keys from A to C for the solo and rides herd over the new vamp (C5-Eb5-F5)
with a slippery blues-rock solo (Gtr.3) derived from the C minor pentatonic scale in the
root and extension positions-save for measure 32, where he inserts the major 3rd (E)
from the C Mixolydian mede. tnasmuch as the harmony is basically C with only one beat
each of the implied tlll (Eb) and lV (F), Gibbons is required to provide all the dynamics,
tension, and release by his note selection and phrasing, while constructing a logical, lin-
ear sequenoe. One of the outstranding features of this plank-spanking masterpiece is
Gibbons's use of dynamics to keep the interest at a high level over what is basically a one
(t) chord tonality. For example, right out of the chute he starts in. the upper register of the
C scale in measure 1 and rocks on down to the bass strings in measures 3-7. Likewise,
after discharging the classic blues lick of the Sth (G) and tTth (Bt) notes alternaiiing in
tripfets in measure 9 (repeated as a motif in measures 16 and 17 and 22-3'll, Gibbons
gets lowdown once again. Dig how the lusty musical tension in the last meesures i5
released with a cool composite blues scale (blues scale p/us Mixolydian mode) run in
measure 32 that resolves to the root note (C) in measure 1 of the interlude.
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End Rhy. Flg.2

Fig. 2l

Guitar Solo

Gfi.3 C5
(dist.)

Rhy. Fig.2

Gtr. 2: w/ Rhy. Fig.2 (7 times)
Gn. 3

w/p ick&f inger  - - - - - - l

letr ing ---{
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Flgurc 22-lnterlude

Measures 1*4 of the interlude ain't nuthin'but a blues turnaround, back in the key
of A (Gtrs. 1 and 2). Snitched from the "King of the Delta Blues" (Robert Johnson) by the
"Deacon of Modern Texas Blues," it provides a welFdeserved respite lrom the iackhammer
boogie rhythm previously offered. After playing the sequence twice, Gibbons returns to a
vamp in A similar to the intro (not shown) for four measures, before taking the tune out with
Rhy. Fig. 1 in the outro guitar solo.

Periormance Tlp: Play the root (A) pedal tone on string 1 with your pinky finger'
and descend on string 4 with your ring, middle, and index fingers, respectively. Hybrid pic*'
ing is recommended: hold the pick between thumb and index finger for string 4, and use
the bare middle finger for string 1.

Fig.22

Interlude
2nd time, Gtr. 3 tacet

C5

A5/G

w/ pick & fingers
letr ing ---- l
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